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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to develop a robot incorporating a self-driven model called a
two-dimensional optimal velocity model as an intelligence, and to conrm that these robots
can form string-like collective motion by interaction. In our experiments using four robots
on a simple circular eld, it was conrmed that a sensitivity (a) and rate of change of the
OVfunction () play an important role for making the string-like collective motion And we
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_xj(t+t) = _xj(t) + txj(t) (4)
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? 2 ??????????????2 < a < 5?
0:25 <  < 4:0????????????????
?????? a = 3??????????????
???hqsi??????????????????
?????????????






a-beta average pi theta 60 to 180
























? 2: a-?????? hqsi??????????
?? a??? ?
a-beta average distance 60 to 180



















































8<:Xreal = Rpic cos()Yreal = Rpic sin() (10)
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